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1. INTRODUCTION

This report consolidates some of the work done on the problem of locating objects or targets

from line of bearing information. Une of bearing (LOB) or angle of arrival (AoA) information is

determined by a location and a direction to a target. It is not possible to infer the location of a

target from LOB information collected from one site. The simplest case is to infer the location of

an object in a plane from two separate measurements. Errors in the measurements result in

target location errors. First, through a discussion of errors, the critical features and sensitivities

of LOB systems are treated. Following this, a technique for combining more than one estimate

of a target location is discussed. Finally, a system that estimates the trajectory of a target from

LOB estimates is examined. Both simulations and closed-form models are used to study LOB

system performance.

The accuracy of the target location depends on the errors associated with LOB information

and the special relationship between the target and the sensors. In discussing LOB systems, the

baseline is the line segment connecting the two sensors, and the range is the distance from the

center of the baseline to the target. LOB system errors include both sensor location errors and

angle of arrival errors. AoA errors can be broken down into those associated with the sensor

precision and accuracy, and those associated with the propagation of energy to the sensor. A

standard measure of performance for these systems is a mathematical description of the LOB

system's pattern of target location errors called the covariance. The sensitivity of the covariance

of the target location with respect to system parameters will show the critical features of the

system. Two external problems associated with these systems are cochannel interference and

multipath. Cochannel interference occurs when another signal blends at the sensor with the

signal of interest; this usually results in the reported angle of arrival not pointing at the source of

either signal. Hutton (1984) discusses cochannel interference for interferometers. When the
signal travels to the sensor there are usually several paths it can travel, these paths combine at

the sensor creating the multipath error (Wilson 1968; Wallace 1979; Stratton, Wallace, and

Bauerle 1991). Hutton and Alexander (1984) discusses the sources of error for amplitude

comparison and interferometer LOB sensors. Skolnik (1980) discusses error models associated

with specific radar signal processing methods. Other sources of error can be vibration and

thermal distortions of the platform, the sensor housing, or the sensor elements. Navigational

errors also influence performance; thus, the yaw, pitch, roll, and location errors associated with



the platform need to be specified. The evaluator of an LOB system must be aware of errors

caused by external factors during intended operation as well as internal system errors.

2. BACKGROUND

There is a long history of interest in LOB problems stemming from the utilization of LOB

information in surveying. Included among the investigators of these problems are Gauss and

Laplace. Detailed investigations of LOB problems were undertaken during World War II motivated

by military requirements for intelligence (INTEL). Since the war, new perspectives on LOB

problems have appeared in the open literature. Both Koopman (1980) and Daniels (1951) give

accounts of their WW II perspectives on the problem. Commenting on Daniels (1951), Professor

E. H. Thompson says, "As a 3urveyor, I was extremely interested in Dr. Daniels paper. The

subject illustrates how two groups of people working on the same lines may hardly have any

contact with each other at all. Surveyors have been working on this problem for years, and it is
very interesting to find the statistician taking up the surveyors problem with what is evidently a

great deal of success." Wegner (1971) discusses this problem with a "least squares" perspective

emphasized. Bjerhammar (1973) uses many LOB surveying problems as examples in his

textbook. Alexander's work on this problem is included in the Geolocation Error Model; Bunts

(1982) describes how to use this model. Grubbs (1964) gives a good description of measures

of performance worthy of consideration for LOB systems; some of these are radial error, extreme
spread, and circular error probable (CEP). The error distribution used to describe LOB location

errors is the bivariate normal distribut;on. The error contours associated with a given probability

are elliptical with the major axis in the direction of the range to the target. This paper will focus

on errors in range as these are the dominant error source for most configurations. The models

discussed find the major and minor axis for each system and can be converted to other measures

of performance. The references herein give several perspectives for this problem. There are

undoubtably other treatments worthy of mention, for instance Wiley (1985).

3. THEORY

In two-dimensional space, two spacially separate, nonparallel direction measurements can be

combined into a target location. Finding the common point of two lines ib not a problem.

Describing the covariance ellipse associated with the location is sometimes troublesome. A
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memorandum on this written by Charles Alexander is included as Appendix A. The reader who

wishes to understand the mathematics associated with LOB uncertainties should read

Dr. Alexaider's explanation. Koopman uses a slightly different argument to reach the same

conclusion. The program, LOBCA (based on Appendix A), is included as Appendix B. Using this

program, the investigator can estimate the system accuracy for diffarent geometries and LOB

errors; thus, it is useful for parametric analysis. A method for finding the covariance associated

with a set of observations follows.

The errors associated with a LOB measurement of a target are orthogonal to the line

connecting the sensor to the target. For small angles, sin (0) = 0 when 0 is in radians; thus, at

a specified range, the magnitude of error at the target location is approximately equal to the

angular measurement error in radians multiplied by the range to the target. The covariance of

the location estimate can be found by associating each measurement with a variance and a

direction in the space of reference variables (XY plane). The variance associated with each
measurement is Re where R is the distance to the target and 0 is the angular error in radians.

The diagonal matrix formed by the variances of the observations will be denoted by 1. The

direction associated with each measurement is orthogonal to the ray connecting the sensor to the

target. The matrix formed by concatenating the normalized directions associated with each

measurement will be denoted as X. Then the location error of a point by an LOB system will be

(X'Z"X)- where the prime denotes transpose and the -1 denotes the inverse operator.

Each measurement imposes a restriction on the probable location of the target. It is the goal

of the measurement process then to form a set of restrictions that constrain the target location

in all possible directions. Directions that are not constrained will have large errors associated with

them. From this, one can visualize that LOB measurements from the same general direction to

the target leave the range direction unconstrained, and thus errors in range will be large. In many

situations, small changes in the observations result in large changes in the location estimate,

mathematically this instability is reflected by the constraints being represented by an ill-

conditioned matrix, and this is directly attributable to the situational geometry. One technique to

determine the stability of a matrix is to observe the magnitude of the determinant of the matrix;

if it is small, then the problem is ill-conditioned.

3



For the evaluation of a specific system, both propagation errors and processing errors need

to be considered. By relating system specific parameters like thermal noise or 1egrees

off-boresight to a aggregate LOB error, the evaluator can quantify various features of the

equipment performance in terms of specific missions. One very useful characterization of a

received signal is its signal-to-noise ratio. As the signal passes through the antenna, to the

receiver, and then to the processor, this ratio changes. The final LOB error is a function of this

ratio.

4. SIMULATIONS

Simulations can also be used to evaluate system performance. It is always a good practice

to develop simulations so that a section of code reflects actual system parameters. If this onto

relationship between the system and code is preserved throughout development, then it is

relatively easy to update the simulation to reflect changes or alterations of the existing concept.

For a LOB system, most simulations include the sensor location errors and LOB measurement

errors. These errors directly affect the perceived target location. By repeating the simulation for

different errors, a set of perceived target locations is created. Measures of system performance

are based on the covariance structure of the perceived target location. There are several general

types of LOB simulations; these are discussed in the remainder of this section. The basic

approach involves the following steps:

1. Study the problem and identify sources of variation.

2. Find a relationship between the dependent and independent variables.

3. Attach probability distributions to the error sources and run the desired number of

replications for each combination of variables.

4. Define desired statistics or measures of performance.

5. If desired, tests can be performed to map the response surface.

4



The simulations RANLOB and AZEL were both designed under the above guidelines. Both

use angle measurements that include errors to estimate the location of targets on the ground.
RANLOB represents two observers using line of bearing measurements to locate a target. For

convenience, observers can be located on the Y-axis and the target can be located on the
positive X-axis. Errors in self-location and angle measurement are considered. The AZEL model
represents a single observer taking azimuth and elevation measurements to locate a target. For

convenience, place the observer above the Y-axis and locate the target on the positive X-axis.

As in the previous model, errors in self-location and angle measurement are transferred to the
perceived target location. Both of these programs use the same subroutine to calculate the

summary statistics. The details of these programs are straightforward and can be observed by
examination of the code. (See Appendices C and D, respectively.)

In many cases, the feature of interest is the trajectory of the target. The type of model

selected to represent a target depends on the expected target dynamics. In estimating the path
of a projectile over the last portion of its flight, a straight-line, constant-velocity trajectory is usually

assumed. Estimation techniques based on this assumption can be tested and compared to those
that assume more complex paths. Through the use of a simulation, estimation techniques can

be compared and evaluated for various noise processes. Appendix E contains an overview of

LOB2D, a simulation designed to consider these factors.

A highly detailed model that can evaluate systems using LOB information is the Geolocation

Error Model (GEM). This closed-form model includes cochannel interference and many receiver

parameters. It is designed to evaluate the performance of airborne platforms locating ground

based emitters. Spread spectrum techniques and high-frequency models have been developed

for this model (Alexander 1991). In addition to LOB information, time difference of arrival and
differential doppler information can be utilized. Alexander (1980, 1982) contains a discussion of

some of the theory contained in GEM.

Law and Kelton (1982) provide a readable text explaining some of the most important ideas
in simulation modeling. The rationale for varying the random number seed is provided. Their

discussion of random number generators includes algorithms for simulating specific distributions.

When these distributions are available it is possible to examine the sensitivity of the selected

measures of performance to different error distributions. Appendix F includes code for some

5



random number generators. Their text also mentions some potential problems associated with

the interpretation of simulation results.

5. GEOMETRY

The geometric relationship between the sensors and the target needs to be mentioned when

discussing system performance. This can be addressed by an assessment of system

performance at a set of locations or through a measure of the situational geometry. One measure

of this is the range-to-baseline ratio. This descriptor is particularly useful, as it's meaning is clear

and easy to visualize. A more precise measure of the physical relationship is the angle formed

by the rays connecting the target to each sensor. This angle descriptor captures the off-boresight

situation more accurately than the previous one. At longer ranges, these descriptors become

equivalent as the tangent of the angle approaches the radial measure of the angle.

When the angle formed by the line segments connecting the sensors to the target is small,

measurement errors can have a drastic effect on the estimate of the target location. Figure 1

shows the geometry for a simple, two-dimensional LOB system. In this figure, S1 and S2

represent two LOB sensors separated by two units. These sensors are viewing a target at a

distance of four units giving a range-to-baseline ratio of 2:1. The true lines of bearing from S1

and S2 intersect at the "True Target Location." On both sides of the bearing lines from S1 and

S2 are drawn rays (dotted lines) which bracket hypothetical angular excursions between ±3.00.

The area formed by the intersection of the four angular excursion rays from S1 and S2 provide

an example of the extreme area in which the target might be observed (the shaded area in

Figure 1). It should be noted that the range axis of the shaded area is significantly greater than

the cross-range axis and that the range axis is greater than two units long. A target located at

four units might appear to be anywhere from three to more than five units away. Additionally, if

the ±30 angular excursions were actually one standard deviation (normal distribution assumed),

then -68% of the time the target would be observed within the shaded area in Figure 1 (-32%

outside the shaded area).

Figure 2 shows the result of relocating the sensors from S1 to S3 and from S2 to S4, giving

a sensor separation of one unit. This results in a range-to-baseline ratio of 4:1. In this figure,

the "Target Location Area" from S1 and S2 (two-unit baseline separation) of Figure 1 is displayed

6
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as the darker cross-hatched area while the "Target Location Area" for S3 and S4 (one unit

baseline separation) is displayed as the lighter cross-hatched area. It will be noted in Figure 2

that halving the sensor separation has very little effect on the cross-range axis. However, the
reduced sensor separation has caused a large increase in the length of the range axis. In this

case, the extreme spread of the range excursions is now more than 5 units long and the target,

at a true range of 4, will have extreme range excursions of 2.5 and 7.7 units.

Further examples of the effects of LOB system geometry on range estimates for various

angular excursions are plotted in the next four figures where graphs have been used rather than
drawings so that larger range-to-baseline ratios can be presented. The effects of changing
range-to-baseline ratio on extreme range excursions are plotted in Figures 3 and 4 for small

angular excursions of 0.050, 0.100, and 0.500. In these figures, negative extreme range excursion
numbers indicate an observed target location nearer than the true location and positive extreme

range excursion numbers indicate a observed target location further than the true location.

Figure 3 shows an on-boresight 00 attack azimuth. Here, for example, LOB angular

excursions of ±0.50 could cause a target at a true range of 16 units to appear to be anywhere
from 3.7 units closer to 6.1 units further than it's actual range. In general, as the

range-to-baseline ratio increases or the angular excursions increase, the extreme range

excursions about the true target location get larger.

Figure 4 shows an off-boresight 400 attack azimuth. Here, for the true target location of

16 units mentioned above, the target might appear anywhere from 4.3 units closer to 9.2 units

further than it's actual range. Comparing these results with those from Figure 1, it will be noted

that the off-boresight condition increases the extreme range excursions.

In some cases, the estimate of target location will be behind the baseline. This is seen by

considering the two LOBs to a distant target and visualizing a rotation to the right of the right line
(rotate right dashed line to right of S2 in Figure 1) and likewise, a leftward rotation of the left line

(rotate left dashed line to left of S1 in Figure 1). Increasing the angular excursions (dashed lines

in Figure 1), decreasing the baseline separation of the sensors, or increasing the range-to-target

distance can create conditions in which the measured target location can appear to be behind the

9
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baseline. These effects can be seen In Figures 5 and 6 where the extreme range

excursions are plotted as a function of range to target for angular excursions of 10, 20, and 3 .

In Figure 5, note that at a range of about 9.5 units for an angular excursion of 30 (14.5 units

for angular excursion of 20), the extreme range excursions go from a large positive value to a

large negative value. This indicates that the two LOB sensor's bearing lines are crossing behind

the baseline rather than in front of the baseline resulting in a target that appears to be behind

the baseline.

Figure 6 is the plot for the 400 off-boresight attack azimuth. Here the target appears behind
the baseline at about 7.4 and 10.9 units for angular excursions of 30 and 20, respectively.

Comparing Figure 6 with Figure 5 indicates that off-boresight attacks can cause the target to

appear behind the baseline at shorter ranges.

One can see that small changes in the measurement errors can lead to implausible location

estimates. Systems processing LOB information should be designed to Ignore these cases. The

simulation, LOB2D (Appendix E), contains a test for such points. When considering an LOB

system for a mission, the possible geometries should be investigated to see if the mission is

feasible.

6. ILLUSTRATIONS

This section discusses several types of analyses of LOB systems. The first two subsections

are concerned with stationary targets, while the latter three are concerned with linear target

motion.

6.1 Single Fix Analysis. As an Illustration of some of the above methods, consider the
problem of evaluating the performance of a system in estimating the location of a target from two

separate LOB measurements. A cut or fix refers to an estimate of the target's location from two

LOB measurements. This section discusses the accuracy of a single fix.

As a first step, the program, LOBCA (Appendix B), was used to get a feel for the magnitude

of the single fix errors for systems of various accuracies. Table 1 shows the single fix errors

12
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associated with the indicated conditions. The tabulated values are range standard deviations in

baseline units. The boresight of a LOB system is the ray starting at the midpoint of the baseline

and perpendicular to the baseline.

Table 1. Target on Boresight 1-30 Errors

Angular Variations

Range 10 20 30

2 Baselines .1138 .2098 .3147
3 Baselines .2282 .4566 .6849
4 Baselines .4011 .8022 1.2033
5 Baselines .6232 1.2465 1.8697
6 Baselines .8947 1.7895 2.6842
7 Baselines 1.2156 2.4312 3.6469

For Gaussian errors, 99% of the errors are within 2.81 standard deviation units of the mean,

and 68% are within 1.0 standard deviation unit. Notice that for a 30 system with a target located

seven baselines away, the estimated target position will have a standard deviation of half the

range to the actual target position. (Table 1 is presented graphically in Figure 7.) When the

target is off the system boresight, the performance is worse. The degradation can be thought of

in two ways: first it can be attributed to a decrease in the angle formed by the sensors and the

target; or it can thought of as due to the shortening of the baseline along the off-boresight ray.

Table 2 shows results similar to Table 1 but for an off-boresight target. (Figure 8 displays this

table as a graph.)

Table 2. Target 26.560 Off Boresight 1-30 Errors

Angular Variations

Range 10 20 30

2 Baselines .1154 .2308 .3462
3 Baselines .2533 .5066 .7598
4 Baselines .4464 .8928 1.3392
5 Baselines .6948 1.3895 2.0843
6 Baselines .9983 1.9966 2.9949
7 Baselines 1.3571 2.7141 4.0712
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For a given range, the performance is always best along the system boresight. If the target

is on the line that contains the sensors, then the range estimator will have infinite error. If 0 is

the angular measurement from the boresight to the target, then the error will be approximately
proportional to product of the boresight error and 1/cosO.

Tables 1 and 2 include errors typically associated with electronic systems. Linear interpolation

can be used to find values between the tabled values. As an example, consider a system with

a 3-m baseline estimating the range to a target 10 m away. Since the range to the target is

3 1/3, the range error in baseline units for a 10 system is (1/3)(.4011-.2282) + .2282, or .2858.
This is a range error of .8574 m. Table 3 and Figure 9 give the boresight performance of a

system for small angular errors. Systems with errors in this range will typically operate in infrared

or optical bands. The transit is an example of a device that can be used to make LOB
measurements. Transits used for survey work have measurement errors in the range of

30 seconds or .008330.

Table 3. Target on Boresight .1-.90 Errors

Angular Variations

Range .10 .30 .50 70 .90

1 Baselines .0031 .0093 .0156 .0216 .0278
3 Baselines .0228 .0685 .1142 .1598 .2055
5 Baselines .0623 .1820 .3116 .4362 .5609

10 Baselines .2474 .7423 1.232 1.732 2.226
20 Baselines .9879 2.963 4.939 6.915 8.891
30 Baselines 2.222 6.666 11.11 15.55 19.99
40 Baselines 3.950 11.85 19.75 27.64 35.54
50 Baselines 6.171 18.51 30.85 43.20 55.54

For a 0.90 system, estimating a target location 50 baseline units distant, the standard

deviation of the range estimate will be greater than the range to the target. It may be possible

to calibrate some equipment quickly by observing the point at which the standard deviation of the
range estimate blows up. Table 4 contains some data for systems that are able to measure

angles with less than 0.10 error. Figure 10 shows the exponential increase in the standard

deviation as a function of range.
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Table 4. Target on Boresight .01-.070 Errors

Angular Variations

Range .010 .040 1 .070

2 Baselines .0011 .0042 .0073
10 Baselines .0247 .0989 .1732
60 Baselines .8886 3.554 6.220

100 Baselines 2.468 9.873 17.27
200 Baselines 9.873 39.49 69.11

As a general rule, these systems become useless as the angle between the sensors and the

target approaches the measurement error. The task of the astronomer in mapping interstellar

distances and plotting the location of galaxies is daunting. It is possible that some of their

techniques may be useful to terrestrial LOB systems. It is possible to imagine a system in which

various vehicles use their existing sighting systems to find LOB measurements to a distant object,

then by two or more vehicles communicating these measurements, a positional fix of the target

could be established and used for INTEL or targeting purposes. Typical fire control systems have

accuracies of .0060 and could locate distant objects accurately in most cases.

6.2 Multiple Cuts. In some situations, more than one system may be estimating the target

location; additionally, there may be many location estimates from each system. This type of

situation is discussed by Alexander (1980), Torrieri (1984), and Thompson (1991 a). The

procedure is to use recursive, weighted least-squares processing to combine the location

estimates. (Appendix G includes one approach.) When processing more than one estimate, the

possibility of correlated errors needs to be considered. Thompson (1992) discusses the problems

correlated errors can cause when estimating the mean.

If the target is assumed to be moving, there are many reasonable combination schemes for

the data. In some cases, it is reasonable to project the location estimates onto a parametric

function that captures the target motion. The simplest case is if the target is known to be moving

in a straight line. In this case, each value X or Y, can be modeled by a line using time as the

independent variable. More complex trajectories require quadratic or higher order terms within

the model. When the dynamics of the target need to be considered a state space filter is an

appropriate estimator of the target trajectory.
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6.3 Scenario. Consider the following scenario as a two-dimensional problem to investigate:

There is an incoming projectile approaching a friendly target at a constant attack azimuth and a

constant speed. The threat projectile can only be detected at close ranges, say 20 m or less.

It is desired that a defeat mechanism intercept and destroy the incoming threat prior to impact,

say at 10 m. The defense tracking system's job is to track the threat from the detection point
(20 m), continually make predictions as to WHEN and WHERE the threat will cross the 10 m

intercept line, and at some distance greater than the intercept distance (perhaps 11 m), make a
final decision as to WHEN and WHERE intercept will occur.

For a 2-m sensor baseline separation, this scenario would result in a range-to-baseline ratio

of 10:1 at the maximum detection range. This geometry would be difficult to represent in a

drawing since a projectile at 20 m, with sensor angular excursions of only ±0.50, would result in

extreme range excursions of 18 and 23 m (from Figure 4) for an angle of attack of 400. For

angular excursions between ±2.00, the projectile could appear to be from 16 to 118 m distant
(from Figure 6). Such a drawing would be difficult to scale so that the areas of interest would be

legible. Therefore, for the sake of illustration for the following discussion, Figures 11 and 12 are

drawn for a range-to-baseline ratio of 2:1 for sensors with ±3.00 angular excursion.

A two-dimensional version of the LOB scenario is depicted geometrically in Figure 11 where

S1 and S2 are the sensor locations, C-C is the projectile's trajectory, the True Projectile Location

and Intercept Une are labeled, and the area in which the projectile might be located is shaded.

The problem is then one of determining the location, direction of travel, and speed of the incoming
projectile in order to predict it's crossing point (the WHERE) and time of arrival (the WHEN) at

the intercept line. Two possible estimates of the projectile's location are shown as Ml and M2.

In order to simplify this problem to see the effects of errors in only range estimates, assume

that the projectile's speed and angle-of-attack are exactly known. This reduces the problem to

one of the defensive system's ability to estimate the projectile's range and cross-range location.
In Figure 11, if the projectile's estimated location was at MI, then it's trajectory would cause it to

cross the intercept line at a. Similarly, if the projectile's estimated location was at M2, then it

would cross the intercept line at b. Since the true intercept should be at x, It can be seen that,
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with the stated assumptions (known projectile speed and angle-of-attack), the error In WHERE

the projectile will cross the intercept line is not large.

But WHEN will the projectile cross the intercept line? The much larger errors in estimating

range will cause the true projectile location, apparently sighted at MI, to actually be at M1' (well

past the intercept line) when time-of-flight predictions indicate it should be at a on the intercept

line. Similarly, If the estimate of the projectile location is at M2, then a time-of-flight prediction will

put the projectile at b when it is actually at M2' (short of the intercept line). Estimates of range

that are longer than the true range result in the projectile's true location being closer than

expected.

In this scenario, a defensive system that could exactly predict a projectile's speed and AoA

would give a reasonable estimate of WHERE the projectile would cross the intercept line, but

would have considerable trouble in predicting WHEN it would cross the intercept line.

Now consider a defensive system which is unable to exactly predict an incoming projectile's

velocity and AoA but must determine these based on successive estimates of the projectile's

location. Such a two-dimensional system is shown in Figure 12 where the True Projectile

Location, the Projectile Location Area, and the Intercept Line are labeled. In addition, MI, M2,

and M3 are possible estimates of the projectile's location at some time step and P(t), P(t-1),

P(t-2), P(t-3) are the true locations of the projectile at the current time step, the previous time

step, two time steps ago, and three time steps ago, respectively.

Consider that at the current time step, t, the projectile appears to be at M2 and at the previous

time step, t-1, the projectile appeared to be at MI. Simply connecting Ml and M2 (dotted line)

to determine the AoA would result in the projectile appearing to intersect the Intercept Line at a,

to the left of the actual intercept which is at X. Also consider that if M2 was the current location

estimate and M3 was the previous estimate, then the estimated projectile intercept would be

much further to the left of the actual intercept X. Finally, consider that if M3 was the current

location estimate and M2 was the previous estimate, then the projectile would appear to be

moving away from the intercept line.
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In order to reduce the possible large variances in AoA estimates and the possibility of a

current location estimate at a range greater than the previous estimate, it would be desirable to

sample less frequently so that subsequent samples do not fall within the Projectile Location Area

of the previous sample. This is, however, statistically not practical. The geometry in Figure 12

is for a range-to-baseline ratio of 2:1. As was seen in Figure 2, increasing this ratio greatly
increases the variations in range estimates (the length of the "Projectile Location Area"

increases). Therefore, if the sampling rate is decreased in order to reduce or eliminate

overlapping Projectile Location Areas, the result may be that there are very few samples from

which to make a prediction.

Another problem with the scenario depicted in Figure 12 is the difficulty in predicting the

projectile's speed from successive location estimates. Again, if M2 is the current location

estimate at time t and M1 is the previous estimate at time t-1, and the sampling time step is
known, then the projectile's speed could be calculated based as the distance between M1 and

M2 divided by the time step. However, as can be seen from Figure 12, the distance from M1 to

M2 (estimated) is much greater than the true distance traveled, P(t-1) to P(t). This will cause

large errors in estimating projectile speed which will result in large errors in determining WHEN

the projectile will cross the intercept line. Estimates of projectile speed which are too high will
result in an estimated projectile arrival at the intercept line that is well ahead of the actual arrival.

In order to produce an effective system for determining both the WHEN and WHERE a threat

projectile will cross an intercept line, consideration must be given to the choice of methods

selected for making the location estimates and the way in which individual observations are

combined to produce the desired predictions. A connect-the-dots method may result in large

prediction errors. A least-squares recursive estimation method can be used to combine target

location observations in an attempt to reduce trajectory estimation errors. Least-squares

estimators are optimal for identically distributed, independent errors. (Some least-squares

estimation techniques are discussed in Appendix G.)

6.4 A Simulation Study of the Scenario. Consider again the scenario stated in the first

paragraph of Section 6.3. There is an incoming projectile approaching a friendly target at a

constant attack azimuth and a constant speed. The threat projectile can only be detected at close

ranges. The problem is to track the threat from the detection point, continually make predictions
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as to WHEN and WHERE the threat will cross a predetermined intercept line, and at some

distance prior to the projectile reaching the intercept line (to allow for the function of an

appropriate intercept mechanism), make a final decision as to WHEN and WHERE intercept will

occur.

In order to parametrically evaluate such a scenario, the two-dimensional Monte Carlo type

simulation model, LOB2D, was developed to provide estimates of WHEN and WHERE a projectile

will cross a predetermined intercept line as a function of various input parameters. These

parameters specify important features of the projectile (speed, attack azimuth, detection range,

aim point), the sensor (baseline separation, one standard deviation angular variations), the

geometry (intercept line location, decision line location), and the processor (sampling rate).

In addition, LOB2D also allows for setting various cutoff parameters so that if an estimate of

the projectile's location is either too close (i.e., behind the sensor baseline), too far (beyond

possible detection range), results in a predicted impact location too far to the left or right of the

baseline to be a threat, or produces a projectile speed estimate which is unreasonably high, then

the estimate is discarded. In LOB2D, angular errors are simulated by independent random draws

from a normal distribution with a specified standard deviation. Angular variations are about the

true bearing line from the sensor to the projectile. Acceptable location estimates are combined

using a recursive least-squares estimation technique (presented in equations 4, 5, and 6 of
Appendix G) which estimates the projectile's start location, current location, speed, and

angle-of-attack. The least-squares routine uses equal weights for all locations that are not

discarded. (A summary discussion of the LOB2D simulation model, including sample inputs and

outputs, can be found in Appendix E.)

Although LOB2D provides information on both the along-intercept-line position mean (bias)

and standard deviation (the WHERE) and the range-to-intercept line position mean (bias) and

standard deviation (the WHEN), only range-to-intercept line sample results will be presented in

this report. Figures 13 through 16 provide LOB2D sample results for a projectile approaching at

a constant speed of 300 m/s with detection at a range of 20 m. The intercept line is located at

10 m, the decision line is located at 11 m, and there are two sensors separated by a baseline

distance of 2 m. The sensor angular variations are based on random draws from a normal

distribution with one standard deviation values ranging from 00 to 30 in 0.020 steps.
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For each flight, observations were taken every 0.0005 s (0.15 m) along the projectile's straight
line trajectorij until it's estimated position crosses the 11-m decision line (y = 11.0), at which time
the estimated time-to-intercept was compared with the actual time-to-intercept (computed in a
separate routine) and the difference recorded. During a flight, any observed projectile location
that was at a y distance equal to or less than 0 or greater than 40 m was discarded. Also, any

estimated impact location (on the sensor base line) which was more than 20 m to the right of the
right sensor or more than 20 m to the left of the left sensor was discarded. This process was
repeated for 500 flights using different random streams to generate Gaussian LOB errors with the

desired standard deviations. After the completion of 500 iterations, the time-to-intercept
differences were combined to compute their mean and standard deviation. These means and
standard deviations, expressed in seconds, were multiplied by the true projectile velocity to
convert the results to range distances. Then the specified angular standard deviation was
changed and the process (another 500 flights) repeated.

Figure 13 shows the range bias (mean) in meters as a function of sensor angular variations

from 00-30 (one standard deviation) for three attack azimuths (00, 200, and 400). It should be
noted that an attack azimuth of 00 is a head-on (or on-boresight) attack, a 200 attack azimuth

comes from the direction 200 left of center, etc. For attack azimuths of 00 and 200, the range
biases are similar and settle to values between ±1.0 m for angular variations of ±2.20 or less. For
the 400 attack azimuth, the range biases are much larger and don't settle between ±1.0 m until
the angular variations are less than ±1.50. A positive range b~as is indicated by an average
location estimate that is closer to the intercept line than the true projectile location and a negative
range bias value indicates a location estin ate that is further from the intercept line than the true
projectile location. Overestimated projectile speeds and/or underestimated projectile ranges can

cause the range bias to be positive. Underestimates of projectile speeds and/or overestimates

of projectile ranges can cause the range bias to be negative. In addition, the discarding of
unacceptable locations, i.e. those outside the input cutoff ranges, affects the range bias.

Figure 14 is a plot of the same data used in Figure 13 with different scales for the axes. In

Figure 14 it will be noted that for angular variations of below 0.50, the range bias is between
±0.1 m for all attack azimuths.

Figure 15 is a plot of the range standard deviations (e.g., the computed standard deviation

about the means plotted in Figure 13). In Figure 15, the standard deviations for all attack
azimuths exhibit some random variations. The standard deviations for the 00 and 200 attack
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azimuths tend to settle down at angular variations less that 1.10, while for the 400 attack azimuth,

it settles down below 0.70 angular variation.

Figure 16 is a plot of the same data used in Figure 15 with different scales for the axes.

Here, for an angular variation of below 0.330, the range standard deviation are less than 0.5 m

for each of the attack azimuths. Using Figures 14 and 16, it can be determined that for angular

variations of 0.330 or less, the estimated range bias would be 0.4 ±0.5 m for the 400 attack

azimuth and less for the 00 and 200 attack azimuths.

6.5 Closed-Form Analysis of the Scenario. A lower bound for range errors of the system

described in the scenario (Section 6.3) was found by using equation 13 from Appendix G. The

estimates of the range variance were found using the subroutine LOBCALC from LOBCA of

Appendix B. These lower bounds are presented in Figures 17 and 18 and are superimposed on

Figures 15 and 16. Note these lower bounds are upper bounds of system performance.

A comparison of the lower bound with the simulation results shows that simulation

performance starts to track the lower bound when the LOB errors fall below 0.7. It was observed

that the variance estimates of the simulation don't cross the theoretic lower bound after the errors

are below 0.7. This indicates that the variability in estimating the variance has diminished to an

acceptable level. The results became acceptable whenever the determinant of the trajectory

parameters (slope and intercept) variance matrix was 0.005 or greater. The instability of the

system indicated by a small determinant can be reduced by increasing the detection range or

increasing the sampling rate. Below 0.7 LOB error, the simulation results are about 10% higher

than the lower bound indicating that there is room for improvement. This could be partially

achieved by using a weighted least-squares estimator or perhaps by using Sequential Regression

(SER) techniques. The simplicity of the SER estimators make them a more desirable choice than

a technique based on weighted regression. It may prove difficult to find a good method to set the

fading parameter in an SER estimator. Different methods for setting weights for weighted least

squares would need to be tested and compared through the use of simulations. If the errors

associated with the observations are correlated, the complexity of the estimator may need to be

increased; again, ideas need to be tested through simulations. It is also possible that the simple

and fast estimation procedure in the simulation is good enough and there is no merit in an

increase of system complexity.
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7. FINAL COMMENTS
I

Every analysis of a system that uses LOB information concerns itself with the transformation

of the errors as they are introduced and then propagate through the subsystems. This report has

focused on the use of LOB data, rather than the specific error transformations that go into the

creation of a specific LOB measurement. If specific engineering models are available, they can

be used a priori to determine the error to associate with specific measurements. Both simulation

and closed-form methods are valuable tools in determining expected and potential system

performance.

Parametric studies can be used to map the system's response surface. For example, in the

scenario of Section 6.3, it may be of interest to map system performance over initial detection

range, sampling rate, and LOB error. Also, it may be of interest to compare system simulation

results with the determinant of the parameters covariance matrix. Another possible study is to

investigate changing the rules for rejecting data. The simulation can also be used to quantify the

effects of correlated errors on the estimator. The information from a parametric study could then

be used to impact system design and indicate the most economical approach before hardware

is developed or acquired.

It is possible to extend the ideas herein to consider three dimensions and to use other types

of information in conjunction with LOB information. Alexander (1980, 1981) discusses the use

of time difference of arrival, differential Doppler, and LOB information for locating stationary

emitters. Thompson (1991b) discusses using range and LOB information to locate targets in both

two and three dimensions.

The appropriateness of using the bivariate normal distribution as a model for the errors should

be investigated. From the previous discussion of extreme range values it can be stated that the

errors are not exactly distributed as a bivariate normal. A study could be performed to asses the

conditions under which this assumption is reasonable.

This report includes and references many ideas and tools used to analyze systems that use

LOB information. Hopefully this presentation will help the reader understand and evaluate LOB

systems.
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•JJICT. ERROR ELLIPSE IN DOA MEASUREMENTS

This memorandum describes the errors that are incurred

when an emitter is located by direction-of-arrival measurements.

it will be assumed that the direction of arrival of the signal

is measured at only two points and that the resulting directions

of arrival lie in the same plane. If x and y are Cartesian

coordinates in this plane, the geometry will be as shown in

Figure 1.

F (x, y) emitter

y R

02

R6 x2" y2 detector no. 2

(Xl. YlO detector no. 1

x

Figure 1. Geometry of a DOA System

Here the emitter located at (x, y) is detected by two detectors

at (xI , yl) and (x 2 , y2), and the angles of arrival of the signal

at these two detectors are 61 and e21 measured from an arbitrary

direction which is taken to be the x-axis. The separation of

the detectors is R, the bearing angle of one from the other is

0, their distances from the emitter are R1 and R2, and the angle

they subtend at the emitter is 6. Errors Ae1 and A82 in the

1
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measured values of 81 and e2 then give rise to errors in the
measured position of the emitter. It will be assumed that

the measurements of 81 and 82 are unbiased, so that the
measured values of these angles are the expected values of

their statistical distributions. Furthermore, the errors Ae1
and A82 will be assumed to be uncorrelated and to have

standard deviations a1 and a2 respectively. Denoting average

values by a bar, these assumptions are

Z-1 eA2 M 0

(1)

(Ae) 2 2

It will be further assumed that the errors in determining the
coordinates of the two detectors can be neglected.

When xI, x 2 ¥i' Y2 ' and the measured values of 81 and 82

are known, the coordinates (x, y) of the emitter are. aetermined
by the equations:

Y-Yl

tan e xx--

(2)

Y-Y2tan 92., ---

x-x2
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from which it is found that

x 1 tan 1 - x2 tan 82 - yl + Y2

tan 81 - tan 82

(3)
(x1 -x 2 ) tan e1 tan e2 + Y2 tan 61 - Yl tan 82

tan 81 - tan 82

If it is assumed that the system is capable of determining

the location of the emitter with reasonable accuracy, then

the errors in the measurement of x and y will be much smaller

than the distance between the detectors or the distance of the

emitter from either one of the detectors. The position errors

Ax and Ay produced by measurement errors AB1 and 682 can then

be found by differentiation of Eqs. 3 with respect to 61 and

e2# and they are

Ax = A a 1 + B Ae 2

(4)

Ay = A tan e2 AS1 + B tan 91 Ae2

where

A (x2- 1 tan e2 - (y2-yl)

coa2 e1 (tan 81 -tan 6212

(5)

(2-x 1 ) tan e1 + (y2-yl)

Cos e2 (tan e1-tan 02)1
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These relations can be expressed more simply by noting from
Figure 1 that e - e2 - eI, that the vertex angles in the
triangle of Figure 1 at the points (x1 , y1 ) and (x2, y2) are

I - B and n - 82 + 8 respectively, and that cos B - (x2 -x1)/R

and sin B = (y2-yl)/R. It is then seen from the law of sines

that

(x 2 -x 1 ) sin 62 - (y2-yl) cos .e2
sin - s e c

(x2-x1 ) sin 1- (y2-yl) cos

R2

These equations can be written

R (x 2 -x 1 ) tan 82 - (y 2 -yl)
cos 81 (tan 82 - tan 8 I )

(x2-x1 ) tan 81 - (y2 -yl)
R2  5 Co 2 (tan 62 - tan 81)

Also, the fact that 8 - e2-81 leads directly to

sin e = cos C1 Cos e2 (tan 82 - tan e1)

The coefficients A and B of Equation 5 can then be written

R 1 Cos e 2A- 1

sin 8
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R Cos e.
sin e

and Eqs. 4 become

Ax - (R1 A81 cos 82 - R2 A82 cos e1 )/sin 8

(6)

y- (R Ae1 sin e2 - R2 a82 sin e)/sin 8

By use of Eqs. 1, the means and variances of Ax and Ay are

then easily found to be

(Lx) 2 (R1 2 a1 2 cos2 e2 + R2 2 a22 cos, 81 )/sin2 e

(,y)2 - (R1 2 a12 sin 2 e2 + R2
2 a2 2 sin2 e1 )/sin2 8 (7)

Zxy- (R1 2 all sin 282 + R2 2 a22 sin 2e1)/(2 sin2 8)

To visualize the measurement error, it is convenient to

express it in terms of coordinates x' and y' which are rotated

through an angle a relative to x and y. In these coordinates

Ax' = Ax cos a + Ay sin a
(8)

Ay' -- Ax sin a + Ay cos a

and the means and variances of Ax' and Ay' are found to be
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Ax' - Ay, - 0

(Ax') 2 - (Ax) 2 cos 2 a + 2-xAy sin a cos a + (Ay)2 sin2 a

- [7 ( x) + (y) 2] + ( - (Ay) 2] cos 2a

+ AxAy sin 2a

(Ay')l - (Ax) 2 sin2 a - 2Z'a sin a cos a + (&y)2 cos 2 a

(9)

S1(6x)7 + (Y) 2  - [(Ax) 2 - (&Y) 2 I cos 2a

- A sin 2a

Ax'By' = -(Ax) 2 sin a cos a + AxAy (cos2 a - sin 2 a)

+ (Ay)2 sin a cos a

r --
- jy)z - sin 2 a + AxAy cos 2 a

Obviously the covariance 7x'yr vanishes if the coordinates
are rotated through the angle a0 defined by

tan 2a - 0)Z 1

When a - co, the variances (Axl)Z and (Ay')z have their
principal values, which are given by
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(ax')- F ax)2 + FEy) 2 + 5c[77 - (-)2]2+ 4(&Xy) 2

S- _(11)

(Ay I) - 1 T 2 + FAy) - C TA€;7 - Ta) 11+ 4(AxAy)

When (Ax)2, (,y) 2 , and Axy are given by Eqs. 7, Eqs..10 and

11 can be rewritten

tan 2 (ao-8 I) - 2

l2al2
2 +cos 2e

R 12 C 2

(X') 2  R11 [~a1+R2a2 + ;/Cl~4+ 4 a2 +2yLya2R 222 2e
2 sin2e

(12)

-Y 2 1 [R1201+R2 2 - + 2 ~a42 1 a2 2 2 2  o e
2 sin2 e

These equations determine the orientation of the principal

axes-and the variances of the erors in the direction of these

axes in terms of the errors RI 1  and R2o2 and the angle of

intersection e. The variance of the component of error Ax' in

an arbitrary direction a can be found from the first of Eqs. 9
when (Ax) (Ay) Z, and AxAy are given by Eqs. 7, and it is

(h' 2 - :n2 [l 2c+22 R+ ~R 1  +R2 '7 42 0Z2  coo 26

(13)

x cos 2(h-o)]

where %o is given by the first of Eqs. 12.
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In the particular case in which A81 and Ae2 are normally

distributed, Ax' and Ay' will also be normally distributed,

and they will be independent if the coordinates x', y' are

rotated to the angle a - mo. The probability density of the

location of the emitter will then be constant at all points

on an ellipse whose axes lie along these coordinate axes and

have lengths proportional to V (Ax') and \JTTT. When the

size of the ellipse is such that the probability that it con-

tains the emitter is 1/2, the ellipse has been called the

probable ellipse associated with the location of the emitter.

The semi-axes of this ellipse are v/Th4or 1.1774 times V(x) 7 2

and V7777
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APPENDIX B:

LOBCA CODE
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User's Guide for LOBCA
The program LOBCA calculates the error covariance for a LOB system. For

online help simply type a question mark following the program name. If the pro-
gram name is typed the program runs with a set of default values for each of the
program parameters. These values can be modified by setting the values of
specific flags that follow the program as arguments. The following describes the
flags and gives several examples of running the program. It is assumed that the
executable version of the program is called lobca.

-b This is the flag for the offboresight angle. The default value is 0. To change it
to 45 degrees the flag -b should be followed by 45. All flags can be separated by a
space if desired. Example lobca -b45 or lobca -b 45

-e This flag sets the starting value for the lob error. Default is 1.

-f This flag sets the ending value of the lob error. Default is 3.

-g This flag sets the value of the lob stepsize. Default is 1.

-r This flag sets the beginning range to the target. Default is 1.

-s This flag sets the ending range of the target. Default is 3.

-t This sets the range stepsize. the default is 1 .

Example
lobca -b20 -e.1 -f.8 -g.15 -r2 -s5 -g.5
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I Appendix B

#include <math.h>
void Iobcalc(float xl,float yl,float x2,float y2,float xt, float yt,float sdal,float sda2);
void main(int argc, char *argv[]);

void main(int argc, char *argv[])
/* This is a driver program for the line of bearing program that follows ~
I
float tr,xl ,yl ,x2,y2,xt,yt,sdal ,sda2,step;
float tr..b ,tr-..e,tr..step ,err..b ,err...e,err..step,aoa,xfac,y-fac;
mnt ij;
char c,argument[30],option;

i=1;
xl =0;

x2=0;
y2-.5;
xP=O;
yt=O;
tr-b=l;
tr-e=3;
tr..step=1;
aoa=0;
err..b=1;
err..e=3;
err...step=1;

while (i.<argc)

j=stren(argv[i]);
c=argvli] [0];
switch (c)

I
case '- :option=argvPI[1]I;

if (j>2)
strcpy(argument,&(argv[i] [2]));

else

I
strcpy(argument,argvPiJ;

switch (option)
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case Wb: if ((aoa--atof(argument)) > 180)

printf("Off Boresight Angle too large");
printf("Orogram stopped");
exit(');

i4+;
break;

case Yr: if ((tr...b-atof(argument))<0)

I
printf("Oarget Range Start must be positive");
exit(1);

i4+;
break;

case Ws: if ((tr-e=atof(argument))<O)

printf('Oarget Range Endpoint must be positive");
exit(1);

i}+
break;

case 't': if ((tr...step=atof(argument))<O)

printf("Oarget Range STEP must be positive");
exit();

i4+;
break;

case Ve: if ((err...b=atof(argument)) <0)

f
printf("OOB error BEGIN must be positive");
exit( );

break;
case 'V': if ((err-e--atof(argument))<0)

printf("OOB error Final must be positive");
exit(1);

break;
case 'g': if ((err-.step=atof(argument))<0)

printf("Oarget Range STEP must be positive");
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exit(1);

I
break;

default :printfQ'Onknown option request"1 );
strcpy(argv[i] ,'mistake');

break;
default :printf("Omproper option for argument");

printf(" options are -b off boresight, angle default is 0");
printf(" -e start value for lob error default=1");
printf(" -f end value of lob error default = 3)
printf(" -& step size for lob error default=1");
printf(" -r begining range to target in baselines default =1");

printf(" -s end value of target range default=3baselines");
printf(" At range step default = 1");
exit(');

aoa--aoa/18O*M-PI;
x-fac=cos(aoa);
y-fac=sin(aoa);
for (tr=tr.b; tr<tr..e; tr+=tr.step)

xt=tr*xjfac;
yt=tr*yjfac;
for ( step=err..b; step < err..e; step+=err-.step)
I
sdal =M.P1/ 180*step;
sda2=sdal;
lobcalc(xl ,yl ,x2,y2,xt,yt,sdal ,sda2);

void lobcalc(float xl,float yl,float x2,float y2,
float xt,float yt,float sdal,float sda2)

/* This program is based the memoradum for record written by
Dr. Charles Alexander of NSA it is a standard method for finding
the errors of any line of bearing system. *

float sin 1,sin lsq,si n2,sin2sq,cosl ,coslsq,cos2,cos2sq;
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float ri ,r2,r,sine,sinesq;
float vi ,v2,v3,v4,xvar,yvar,sdx,sdy,varal ,vara2;
float sin2al ,sin2a2,rlsq,r2sq,varxy,axisl ,axis2;

printf('Oensor 1 at %.2f , %.2f ",xl,yl);
printf("oensor 2 at (%.2f , %.2f)",x2,y2);
printf("Oarget is located at (%.2f,%.2f)",xt,yt);
vi =57.29578*sdal;
printf('Orror of sensor 1 is %.3f radians or %.3f degrees",sdal,vl);
v1l=57.29578*sda2;
printf('Orror of sensor 2 is %.3f radians or %.3f degrees",sda2,vl);

vl--xl-xt;
v2=yl-yt;
rlsq--vl*v1+v2*v2;
rl=:sqrt( rlsq )

v3--x2-xt;
v4=:y2-yt;
r2sq~v3*v3+v4 *v4;
r2==sqrt(r2sq);

sinl-v2/rl;
cosl-vl/rl;
sin2=-v4/r2;
cos2-v3/r2;
sinlsq=:sinl *sinl;
coslsq=cosl *cos1;
sin2sq=:sin2*sin2;
cos2sq=cos2* cos2;

sine=((x1-x2)*sin2-(y1-y2)*cos2)/r1;
sinesq=:sine *sine;

varal =sdal *sdal;
vara2=:sda2*sda2;

xvar=(rlsq*varal *cos2sq + r2sq*vara2*coslsq)/sinesq;
yvar=(rlsq*varal *sin2sq + r2sq*vara2*sinlsq)/sinesq;
vl=asin(sinl);
v2---win(sin2);
sin2al =sin(2*vl);
sin2a2=in(2*v2);
varxy--(rlsq*varal *sin2a2 + r2sq*vara2*sin2al )/(2*sinesq);
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printf('Ohe X standard deviation was : %f",sqrt(xvar));
printf("Ohe Y standard deviation was : %f ",sqrt(yvar));

vi =xvar-yvar;
v3=sqrt(vi *v1+4*vary*varxy);
v2-xvar+yvar;
axisi =(v2+v3)/2;
axis2=(v2-v3)/2;

printf('Ohe major axis standard deviation is %f",sqrt(axisl));
printf('Ohe minor axis standard deviation is %f',sqrt(axis2));
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RANLOB CODE
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Users Guide for RANLOB

TTis program represents two observers using line of bearing
measurements to locate a target. The simulation is confined to the
Xy plane; variations due to a third dimension are ignored. Self
location errors of the observers and angle measurement errors
by the observers are considered.Before running this program a data file must be create and
associated with fortran logical file 4. This is done by the command

assign datfil.dat for004
where datfil.dat is the name of the data file to be used by the program.
Following is a line by line desciption of the five line input file. Note
that by changing the 4s to 5s the input would become interactive.

LINE 1
Two real numbers representing the location of observer 1.

LINE 2
Two real numbers representing the location of observer 2.

LINE 3
Two real numbers representing the location of the target.

This X value must be larger than either of the observer X values.
The program uses an ARCTAN function and assumes that the target
his a larger X coordinate than either of the observers.

LINE 4
A real number that represents the error in angle measurement

of both observers.

LINE 5
Two real numbers representing the errors in self location

made by the observers in the x and y dimensions.

The ouput report gives several statistical measurements of
performance. These are based on a sample size of twenty. The
target location and the predicted target location are given.
The standard deviation of the X and Y coordinates is given.
Trie radial standard deviation and CEP are also reported.

The program is located on AMSAA VMS in [athompson.lob).
to run the program type
run [athompson.lob]raniob

Code of RANLOB

c this program generates intersections
c of two lines based on the addition of errors to
c the locations of the two referance points and
c errors in measuring an angle to the intersection point
C
c the intended use is to mimic line of bearing direction
c finding systems
C
c errors are generated based on a gaussian distribution
c the input data should be assigned to for004
c assign <filename> for004
c format of the input file should be
c location of sensorl x and y (two numbers)
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*location of sensor2 x and y (two numbers)
* location of tarqet x and y (two numbers)
c standard deviation of lob measurement in degrees (one number)
*standard deviation of x an y measurements (twonumbers)

due to 'the use of the arctan function the sensors should be on the left

* Andrew Thompson
implicit real (a-z)
dimension xl(l0O) ,yl (100)
integer iseed,i,n
n-2 0
iseed-3

* platforms on the left
L: target ot the right

read(4,*)Xpl,ypl
read(4,*)xp2,yp2
read(4,*)xt,yt
read(4,*)sdlob
read(4,*)sdx,sdy

c
c find the actual angles and tangents

tanplt= (yt-ypl) /(xt-xpl)
tanp2t= (yt-yp2 ) /(xt-xp2)
angplt=atand (tanplt)
angp2t=atand (tanp2t)

'~start simulation

do i=l1n
call gauss(iseed,gl,g2)
angl-angplt+gl*sdlob
ang2-angp2t+g2 *sdlob
ml-tand (angl)
m2=tand (ang2)
call gauss(iseedgl,g2)
xl=xpl+gl*sdx
yl=ypl+g2 *sdy
call gauss(iyseed,gl,g2)
x2=xp2+gl*sdx
y2=yp2+g2*sdy
bl-yl-ml*xl
b2-y2-x2*m2
x= (b2-bl) /(ml-m2)
y-ml*x+bl
write (6, *)x, y
xl (i)-x
yl (i)-y

enddo
C

c go calculate statistics
C

call stat(xl,yl,n,xt,yt)
end

c function to produce two gaussian variables gl,g2
C

subroutine gauss (iseed, gi,g2)
5 u-2*ran(iseed) -l
v=2*ran(iseed) -l
r-u*u+v*v
if (r.ge.1) goto 5
s-sqrt (-2 *alog Cr) /r)
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g1-u*s
g2-v*s
end

c Andrew Thompson

C

subroutine stat(xl,ylnxe,ye)
implicit real (a-z)
integer n,nn,i
dimension xl(n) ,yl(n)
nfl-n
fvai=2 .51

2000 do 10 i-i,nn
xl (i) -xl (i) -xe
yl (i)-Yl(i) -ye
write(6,*) xl (1),yl Ci)

10 continue

C

c statistical calculations
C

smx=0
smy=0
sqy-0
sqx=0
dn=0
n=nn

do 30 i-i,nn
smx~smx+xl (i)
smy-smy+yl (i)
sqx-sqx+xl Ci) *xl(i)
sqy sqy+yl (i) *yl (i)

30 continue
sxsq- (sqx-smx*smx/n) /(n-i)
sysq- (sqy-smy*smy/n) /(n-i)
sx-sqrt (sxsq)
sy-sqrt (sysq)
xbar=,su/n
ybar-smy/n
sxysq-sxsq+sysq
sr-sqrt (sxysq)

c CEP computation via Grubb
if (sxsq.gt.sysq) then

f-sxsq/sysq
else

endif f-sysq/sxsq
if (f.gt.fval) then

v-2*(C(sxsq*sxsq+sysq*sysq)/ (sxysq*sxysq))
cepmsr* (l-v/9) **1.5

else
cep-i. 1774*sr

end if
C
C**************************************

c output section
C**************************************

write(6,123)
123foat2,***************************)

write(6,206) xe,ye
206 format(5x,*The emitter was located at('f.',f9l))

write(6, l0l)xbar,ybar
101 format(rx,'The C of I relative to the target was',2f13.3)

write(6,102)sx
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102 format(5x,'The standard deviation of the x component was'Jf14.4)
write(6,103)sy

103 format(5x,'The standard deviation of the y component was ',f14.4)
write(6,104)sr

104 format(5x,'The radial standard deviation was ',f14.4)
write (6,105) cep

105 format(5x,'CEP has a radius of ',f14.4,2x,'around the C of V')
dis=sirt (xbar**2+ybar**2)
if (dis.lt.cep) then

write (6,106)
else
write(6,107)

endif
106 format(5x,'The target was within the CEP')
107 format(5x,'The target was not in the CEP')

write (6, 123)
write (6, 123)
write(6,123)
return
end
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Users Guide for AZEL

This program simulates the performance of a single observer
t!:ing azimuth and elevation measurements to determine the location
,f a target. The errors associated with the observer are positional
errors and angular measurement errors.

Before running this program an input file must be prepared.
T.his file then must be associated with fortran unit 4. If you are
on a VMS system this is accomplished by the following command.

ASSIGN INFIL.DAT FOR004
1I!FIL.DAT is the name of the input file. This program uses the
MRCTAN function and assumes that the observer will have a lower
X axis coordinate than the target. A line by line description of the
five lines of input data follow. Some of the input data is not used by
this program; it is there because the author felt it would be used in
rrdifications of this program.

'T!E 1
Three real numbers represents the (x,y,z) of the observer.

"!!!E 2
Three real numbers representing the (x,y,z) of the target.

EWote the z value is not used. The target is assumed to be on the ground.

:.INE 3
Two real numbers representing the azimuth measurement error and

the elevation measurement error. Both are assumed to be in degrees.

JTE 4
Two real numbers not used in this version. The intended use

:ts to take into account variations in elevation of the target caused
b)y incomplete knowledge of the ground contores.

LINE 5
The self location errors of the observer. The standard deviations

associated with the X, Y, and Z coordinates of the observer. Three real
itinibers.

A report summarizing the performance of the system is displayed
ci the screen. The report includes several statistical measures of
pcrformance. These statistics are based on a sample size of twenty.
':he actual emitter location is printed followed by the center of
I:pact or average for the sample. As measures of performance the
s.andard deviations of the X and Y components are printed, the
radial standard deviation is printed and the CEP is printed.

On AMSAA VMS this programis located in [athompson.stat.pk].
To run it type run [athompson.stat.pk]azel
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AZEL Code

c AZEL
c this program is supposed to simulate the performance of an azel location
c system (azimuth-elezation)
c theprogam works with the arctan function so the platform should be
c to the left (lower x-value) of the target.
c output will be the predicted locations
c the predicted locations relative to the actual location
c some statistics to summarize the data
c the input file will be read on for004 to link the data file use the assign
c command as follows before running the program
c assign <filename> for004
c the input file should contain the following as indicated
c the position of the platform xy,z (three numbers)
c the position of the platform x,y,O (three numbers) O=assumed location
c the azimuth and elevation measurement errrors (two numbers)
c the minz and maxz (two numbers) not used by this program
c the standard deviation of x,y,z (three numbers)
c Andrew Thompson

implicit real (a-z)
common /listl/ zratio,reftanaz,reftanel,dist
common /vars/ xl(100),yl(100)
integer iseed,i,n,nn
n=20
nn=n
iseed=59999999

c read input data
c

read (4,*)xp,yp,zpread (4,*)xt,yt,zt
read (4,*)azereler
read (4,*)minzmaxz
read (4,*)sdxsdysdz

calculate actual angles and the reference values of the tangents
c these reference values and the xy distance are used to find
c the location later

dist=((xt-xp)**2+(yp-yt)**2)**.5
reftanel=((zt-zp)/dist)
elangle=atand(reftanel)
reftanaz=((yt-yp)/(xt-xp))
azangle=atand(reftanaz)

c
c start the simulation
c

do i=l,nn
call gauss(iseed,az,el)
azgauss=az*azer
elgauss=el*eler
nwazang=azangle+azgauss
nwelang=elangle+elgauss
call gauss(iseed,dz,dd)
zgauss=dz*sdz
zratio=(zgauss+zp)/zp

c
c go find the value of the target in reference to the real location of the
c target
c

call findxy(nwelang,nwazang,x,y)
c
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c and in the errors associated with the navigational system
c note the z effects are already incorporated

call gauss(iseed,dx,dy)
xgauss-dx*sdx
ygaluss-dy*sdy
x=x+xgauss
y=y+ygauss
xl(i)=x
yl(i)=y
write(6,*)xl(i),yl(i)
enddo
write(6,100)

irlo format (5x,'***************
call stat(n,xt,yt)
end

subroutine findxy(nwelang,nwazang,x,y)

c this routine finds the location point based on the xy range and the
* the azimuth angle
* the xy range number is modified based on the different angle by

the term ratio and is modified to acount for the incorrect z value
c by the term zratio

implicit real (a-z)
common /listl/ zratioreftanazreftanel,dist
nweltan=tand(nwelang)
ratio=reftanel/nweltan
ndist=ratio*dist*zratio
x=ndist*cosd(nwazang)
y=ndist*sind(nwazang)
return
end

C

c function to produce two gaussian variables gl,g2

subroutine gauss(iseed,gl,g2)
5 u=2*ran(iseed)-l
v=2*ran(iseed)-l
r=u*u+v*v
if (r.ge.l) goto 5
s=sqrt(-2*alog(r)/r)
gl=u*s
g2=v*s
return
end

c Andrew Thompson
C**************************************************************

subroutine stat(n,xe,ye)
implicit real (a-h),(p-z)
common /vars/ xl(100),yl(100)
nnun
fval-2.51
do i=l,nn

xl(i)=xl(i)-xe
yl (i)=yl (i) -ye
write(6,*)xl(i) ,yl(i)

enddo
C

C ****************************************************************

c statistical calculations
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smx-0
suay-O
sqy=O
sqxz!O
dn-O

do i-l,nn
smx=smx+xl (1)
smy-smy+yl Ci)
sqx-sqx+xl (i) *x1 (i)

sxsq= (sqx-smx*smx/n) /(n-i)
sysq- (sqy-smy*smy/n) /(n-i)
sx-sqrt (sxsq)
sy=sqrt (sysq)
xbar=smx/n
ybar=sxuy/n
sxysq'=sxsq+sysq
sr-sqrt (sxysq)

CEP computation via Grubb
if (sxsq.gt.sysq) then

f=sxsq/ sysq
else
edff=syscqJsxsq

if (f.gt.fval) then
v=2* ((sxsq*sxsq~sysq*sysq)/ (sxysq*sxysq))
cep=sr* (l-v/9) **1.5

else
cep=l. 1774 *sr

end if

c output section

write(6, 123)

206 format(5x,'The emitter was located at (',f9.l,',',f9.l,')')
write (6,101) xbar,ybar

101 format(5x,'The C of I relative to the target was',2f13.3)
write(6, 102) sx

102 foriat(5x,'The standard deviation of the x component was',f 14.4)
write(6,103)sy

103 format(5x,'The standard deviation of the y component was ',f14.4)
write(6,104)sr

104 format(5x,'The radial standard deviation was ',f14.4)
write(6, 105) cep

105 format(5x,'CEP has a radius of ',f14.4,2x,'around the C of V')
dis-sgrt (xbar**2+ybar**2)
if (dis.lt.cep) then

write(6, 106)
else
write(6, 107)

endif
106 format(5x,'The target was within the CEP')
107 format(5x,'The target was not in the CEP')

write(6,123)
write(6, 123)
write(6,123)
return
end
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APPENDIX E:

LOB2D SIMULATION SUMMARY

E-1. Introduction

This appendix provides a brief description of the "LOB2D" computer simulation
model developed to provide engineering design information for Line-of-Bearing
(LOB) type systems. The model was designed to provide information on both
RADAR and Optical type tracking systems, however only the LOB/optical applica-
tion will be discussed in this summary. The several thousand line FORTRAN source
code is not included due to its length.

E-2. General

LOB2D was designed to investigate the following problem. An incoming projec-
tile approachs a friendly target at a constant attack azimuth at a constant speed. The
threat projectile can only be detected at close ranges, say 40 meters or less. It is
desired that a defeat mechanism intercept and destroy the incoming threat prior to
impact, at a range of 10 meters for instance. The defense tracking system's job is to
track the threat from the detection point (perhaps 20 meters), continually make j.red-
ictions as to WHEN and WHERE the threat will cross a 10 meter intercept line, and
at some distance greater than the intercept distance (say 11 meters), make a final
decision as to WHEN and WHERE intercept will occur.

Of particular interest is the accuracy required of the angular information pro-
vided by two angle-only sensors. LOB2D was designed to provide along-intercept-line
location bias, along-intercept-line standard deviation information, and time-to-
intercept bias and standard deviation information as a function of sensor angular vari-
ations. A wide variety of system parameters may be varied by the program inputs.
The results of LOB2D calculations are intended to provide engir ,iring guidance as to
the sensor accuracy necessary to provide acceptable intercept jocation and time-to-
intercept errors.

E-3. Simulation Model Assumptions

In the LOB2D LOB simulation model the following assumptions are made:

1. A two-dimensional model is used, i.e. threat projectile tracking is lim-

ited to the x-y plane.

2. The speed and direction-of-flight (angle-of-attack) of the thrcat
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projectile remain constant along the flight path (due to the short distances
involved).

3. Random Gaussian noise is applied to the angular information (devia-
tions about the true sensor line-of-bearing to projectile) for each time step
along the projectile flight path. The one standard deviation value for the
random number generator is specified as an input and applies to both sen-
sors (although a different random variation is applied to each).

4. The threat projectile is always detected at the input detection range and
continually tracked thereafter.

5. The only noise in the simulation is applied to the sensor angular esti-
mates as random Gaussian noise. This noise is considered to be uncorre-
lated.

6. The Optical sensors are simulated simply as sensors with the ability to
provide angular nformation (with random noise) equally well within a
± 180 degree field-of-view.

7. The origin of the x-y coordinate system used in the simulation is located
on the baseline defined by the two LOB sensors and is assumed to be at
center front edge of the target. The sensors, although located on the base-
line, need not be symmetrically located about the center of the front edge
of the target.

E-4. Simulation Model Inputs

Inputs for the LOB2D simulation are normally placed in a file and redirected as
standard in ,ut when the program is run. Some inputs pertain to a RADAR simula-
tion subroutine and will be identified as such, but not discussed here. Only those
inputs pertaining to the simple LOB (or optical) type sensor system will be discussed
in this appendix. The threat mechanism is c- led either the "threat" or "projectile" and
the friendly unit is called the "target". Sample inputs are listed below where the line
numbers and data formats have been added for this discussion:
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Line Sample LOB2D Inputs Input Data Format

1: 40, 10, -10 i8, i8, i8
2: 100,0,-10 i8, i8, i8
3: 0,0,-1 i8, i8, i8
4: 300.0, 0.0, 20. f14.6, f 14.6 f14.6
5: 10.0, 1.0, -1.0, 0. f14.6, f14.6 f14.6, f14.6
6: 0.0005, 1 f14.8, i6
7: 1192577, 500, 0 i20, i20, i20
8: 40., 20., -20., 0.0, 1500., 1 f 14.8, f14.8, f14.8, f14.8, f14.8, i6
9: 0.0 f14.6

10: 1, 1.0 i8, f14.6

Line 1 - (iazl, iaz2, iaz3) set up a "do loop" to defie the range and step size of
the projectile attack azimuths to be used. An attack azimuth of 0 degrees is an
attack directly from the front, + 40 degrees is an attack from 40 degrees left of
center, -40 degrees is an attack from 40 degrees right of center.

iazl -starting attack azimuth (degrees).

iaz2 - ending attack azimuth (degrees).

iaz3 - the attack azimuth step size (degrees) when moving from "iaz1" to
"iaz2". A positive value for "iaz3" indicates incrementing attack azimuth, a
negative value indicates decrementing the attack azimuth.

The inputs "40, 10, -10" indicate starting with an attack azimuth of 40
degrees, then decrementing in 10 degree steps to the ending attack
azimuth of 10 degrees (i.e., 40, 30, 20, 10).

Line 2 - (iangl, iang2, iang3) set up a "do loop" to define the range and step
size of the angular variations (one standard deviation value) to be used in the
evaluation. These variations apply to the two sensors located at "dirl" and
"d2r2".

iangl - iangl/100 is the starting angular variation (degrees).

iang2 - iang2/100 is the ending angular variation (degrees).
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iang3 - iang3/100 is the angular variation step size (degrees) with steps
as small as 0.01 allowed.

The inputs "100, 0, -10" indicate starting with an angular variation of 1.0
degree, then decrementing in 0.1 degree steps to the ending angular varia-
tion of 0.0 degrees.

Line 3 - (ifreql, ifreq2, ifreq3) are "do loop" inputs for the RADAR subrou-
tine, however, they should be set to "0, 0, -1" (which causes the loop to be
ignored) when the LOB/optical simulation is run.

Line 4 - (pveloc, xxhit, ystart) define some of the projectile parameters. These

parameters, along with the attack azimuth, define the projectile trajectory.

pveloc the projectile's speed (meters/second).

xxhit - the desired projectile impact location (x-coordinate, meters) on
the sensor baseline (center front edge of target is the coordinate system
origin).

ystart - the y-coordinate (meters) for the start of the projectile flight.
The projectile start location is determined by "ystart", "xxhit", and the
current attack azimuth.

Line 5 - (pyld, dlrl, d2r2, d3tl) specify the y-locations of the intercept line
and the sensors. The center front edge of the target is the coordinate system
origin.

pyd- intercept line y-distance in front of target (meters).

dr - x-axis distance from origin to sensor-i (meters).

d2r2 - x-axis distance from origin to sensor-2 (meters).

d3t I For use by RADAR routine, ignored by LOB/optical routine.

"dlrl" is typically the right scnsor with "d2r2" being the left sensor.
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Line 6 - (tstep, iflag) specifies the sampling time step and sets a flag to restrict
the length of flights. Flights may be stopped when the true projectile location is
at either the intercept line or the impact line (sensor baseline). This flag is used
for diagnostics and to guard against array overruns.

tstep - time increment for making calculations (seconds).

iflag - if 0, simulation stops at intercept line. if 1, simulation stops at
impact line.

Line 7 - (ii, iter2, nwindow) random number seed, number of iterations, and

averaging window size inputs.

ii - seed for random number generator (default = 0).

iter2 - the number of iterations (5000 maximum) to run a specific flight,
each with a different set of random numbers drawn for the angular varia-
tions.

nwindow - RADAR parameter, ignored by LOB/optical routine.

Line 8 - (rcut, xcutl, xcut2, ycut, vmax, itest) specify the allowable limits for
individual estimates of the projectiles location and speed and whether the tests
should even be performed. "rcut", "xcutl", "xcut2", and "ycut" effectively define a
rectangle in the x-y plane and any location estimates outside this rectangle are
not acceptable and therefore discarded.

rcut - y-range (meters) beyond which y-estimate values are invalid and
discarded.

xcutl - x-distance (meters) to the right of the right sensor (dlrl) for
which x-estimated impact is invalid (i.e, not a threat) and discarded.

xcut2 - x-distance (meters) to the left of the left sensor (d2r2) for which
x-estimated impact is invalid (i.e., not a threat) and discarded.

ycut - minimum y-distance (meters) allowed for y-estimated projectile
location (discard estimates locating the projectile behind the baseline).
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vmax - maximum estimated velocity (meters per second) allowed, esti-
mates greater than this are discarded.

itest - If greater than 0, the all the above tests are performed. If equal to
0, then no tests are performed.

Line 9 (rngvar) is a RADAR routine input and is ignored by the LOB/optical
routine.

Line 10 (ndetect, decision) determine if a predictive run is to be made, how
many samples are required, and at what y-distance prior to the intercept line the
decision is to be made.

ndetect - If "ndetect" is greater than 1, then a predictive flight is per-
formed where "ndetect" is the number of samples required before a flight
is stopped because the projectile is estimated to be past the decision line.
If ndetect = 0, then a flight is performed until the time step where the pro-
jectile "actually" gets to the intercept or impact line (determined by the
"iflag" setting).

decision - The distance before "pyld" (intercept line) that the flight is
stopped (the decision line). For instance, if "pyld" = 10.0 and "decision" =
1.5, then the sensor stops predicting when the estimated projectile location
is at y = 11.5 meters. The "decision" value is only used for predictive runs,
i.e. ignored if "ndetect" is less than zero.

E-5. Simulation Model Operation

The LOB2D simulation consists of a number of routines for processing flight
information, checking sensor observations and estimates, performing tests on location
and velocity estimates, generating random numbers, bookkeeping, etc. Of primary
interest are the routines that provide the "true" information (the "precision" routine)
and the estimated sensor information (the "sensor" routines). There are two "sensor"
routines, one for Optical sensors and another for RADAR sensors. The desired sen-
sor routine is selected by commenting-out the call statement to the undesired routine
and compiling the program. In this report, only the Optical sensor routine was used.

In the LOB2D simulation, the projectile is first flown in a "precision" routine
from initial start position to baseline impact and all the true positional, angular, range,
and intercept time and location information is recorded for each time step in the flight
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trajectory.

Next, a projectile flight commences (in the optical sensor routine) starting with
the same initial conditions and with the "true" angular information provided for use in
making the predictive calculations. For each time step in the flight, random noise is
added to the true angular information and the projectile location is observed and the
estimated intercept location and time-to-intercept are calculated. A recursive least
squares routine (see Appendix G) is used to estimate projectile start location, current
location, speed, and angle-of-attack. The projectile's observed location, estimated
velocity, and estimated impact location are tested by the cutoff parameters, and if they
are acceptable, the process continues. However, if any are not acceptable, then the
data for the current time step are discarded and the flight continues with the next time
step.

The simulation continues stepping along the flight path until the projectile
reaches a point where it's estimated location is nearer than the "decision" line. This
ends the flight and the final estimated intercept location and time-to-intercept are
recorded.

The estimated intercept location and time-to-intercept values are next compared
with the "true" intercept location and time previously calculated (in the "precision"
routine) and the differences recorded.

Another flight is initiated with the same starting parameters but with different
random noise applied to provide different angular variations. At the end of 500 such
flights the mean and standard deviations of the intercept location differences and
time-to-intercept differences were recorded and output.

Finally, the simulation increments the attack azimuth and/or angular variation
parameters and initiates another set of 500 flights. This continues until all the "loop"
parameters have been satisfied.

E-6. Simulation Model Sample Outputs

Figure E-1 is an example of the LOB2D outputs resulting from the inputs
described in section E-4. In Figure E-4 the line numbers (on the left hand side) and
the column numbers (at the bottom) have been added to aid in the discussion.

Lines 1 - 19 provide some general information and echo the input parameters:

Line I - documents the time and date the program was executed.

Line 2 - Blank.

Line 3 - The name of the program, i.e. LOB2D.
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1: --> 11:10:05, 17-Mar-92 <--
2:
3: Program "LOS2D"
4: iazl= 40 iaz2= 10 iaz3= -10
5: iangl- 100 iang2- 0 ian93= -10
6: ifreqlu, 0 ifreq2= 0 ifreq3= -1
7: pvetoc- 300.0000 xxhitz 0.0000 ystartz 20.0000
8: pyld= 10.00 dirl= 1.00 d2r2= -1.00 d3tl= 0.00
9: tstep= 0.00050000 iftag= 1 Distance/tstep= 0.1500 meters
10: random number generator seed = 1192577
11: # interations for each set of conditions = 500
12: # steps in averaging window = 0 ("0" indicates att values averaged)
13: rcut x 40.00 xcutl = 20.00 xcut2 = -20.00 ycut= 0.00 Ymax = 1500.00 itest = 1
14: transmitter-to-projectiLe range variation (1-sigma) = 5.00% (Ignored if = 99.0)
15:
16: ndetect- 1 ("0"m non-predict, 11>01= predictive & min number sampies required)
17: decision= 1.00 (onty used if ndetect > 0)
18:
19: ResuLts for 500 iterations OPTICAL SENSOR
20:
21: mean std dev mean mean std dev std dev nuber
22: intcp intcp time time time time of
23: azi xhit angvar freqvar err err err dist err dist flights
24: (deg) (m) (deg) (M) (m) (m) (sec) (M) (sec) (m) (iter)
25:
26: 40.0 0.0000 1.0000 0.00 0.0053 0.0755 -0.0007 -0.2018 0.0037 1.0989 500
27: 40.0 0.0000 0.9000 0.00 0.0093 0.0685 -0.0010 -0.2981 0.0030 0.8909 500
28: 40.0 0.0000 0.8000 0.00 0.0031 0.0628 -0.0005 -0.1646 0.0037 1.0971 500
29: 40.0 0.0000 0.7000 0.00 0.0014 0.0524 -0.0004 -0.1201 0.0032 0.9686 500
30: 40.0 0.0000 0.6000 0.00 -0.0001 0.0464 -0.0001 -0.0416 0.0031 0.9421 500
31: 40.0 0.0000 0.5000 0.00 0.0003 0.0391 0.0002 0.0734 0.0027 0.8215 500
32: 40.0 0.0000 0.4000 0.00 0.0008 0.0310 0.0001 0.0238 0.0020 0.6103 500
33: 40.0 0.0000 0.3000 0.00 -0.0002 0.0235 0.0001 0.0280 0.0016 0.4666 500
34: 40.0 0.0000 0.2000 0.00 -0.0008 0.0157 0.0001 0.0175 0.0010 0.3004 500
35: 40.0 0.0000 0.1000 0.00 0.0004 0.0072 0.0000 -0.0093 0.0005 0.1409 500
36: 40.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 500
37: 30.0 0.0000 1.0000 0.00 0.0001 0.0652 -0.0002 -0.0743 0.0034 1.0129 500
38: 30.0 0.0000 0.9000 0.00 0.0047 0.0589 -0.0002 -0.0743 0.0029 0.8787 500
39: 30.0 0.0000 0.8000 0.00 0.0002 0.0504 -0.0001 -0.0"5 0.0028 0.8456 500
40: 30.0 0.0000 0.7000 0.00 -0.0004 0.0445 0.0001 0.0302 0.0027 0.8216 500
41: 30.0 0.0000 0.6000 0.00 0.0000 0.0404 0.0003 0.0894 0.0025 0.7517 500
42: 30.0 0.0000 0.5000 0.00 0.0013 0.0323 0.0001 0.0155 0.0020 0.6086 500
43: 30.0 0.0000 0.4000 0.00 -0.0019 0.0256 0.0000 0.0143 0.0015 0.4579 500
44: 30.0 0.0000 0.3000 0.00 0.0007 0.0181 0.0000 0.0030 0.0011 0.3223 500
45: 30.0 0.0000 0.2000 0.00 0.0004 0.0131 0.0000 -0.0147 0.0007 0.2096 500
46: 30.0 0.0000 0.1000 0.00 -0.0002 0.0063 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0003 0.1024 500
47: 30.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 500
48: 20.0 0.0000 1.0000 0.00 0.0024 0.0583 -0.0001 -0.0441 0.0028 0.8421 500
49: 20.0 0.0000 0.9000 0.00 0.0052 0.0494 -0.0001 -0.0279 0.0027 0.8018 500
50: 20.0 0.0000 0.8000 0.00 0.0004 0.0442 0.0001 0.0314 0.0026 0.7844 500
51: 20.0 0.0000 0.7000 0.00 0.0039 0.0409 0.0001 0.0313 0.0022 0.6745 500
52: 20.0 0.0000 0.6000 0.00 0.0014 0.0321 0.0000 0.0015 0.0019 0.5751 500
53: 20.0 0.0000 0.5000 0.00 0.0009 0.0274 0.0001 0.0402 0.0016 0.4737 500
54: 20.0 0.0000 0.4000 0.00 -0.0002 0.0223 0.0001 0.0215 0.0012 0.3520 500
55: 20.0 0.0000 0.3000 0.00 0.0006 0.0160 0.0000 0.0049 0.0009 0.2562 500
56: 20.0 0.0000 0.2000 0.00 0.0002 0.0117 0.0000 0.0012 0.0006 0.1695 500
57: 20.0 0.0000 0.1000 0.00 -0.0004 0.0051 0.0000 0.0047 0.0003 0.0828 500
58: 20.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 500
59: 10.0 0.0000 1.0000 0.00 0.0003 0.0509 0.0000 -0.0139 0.0025 0.7489 500
60: 10.0 0.0000 0.9000 0.00 -0.0002 0.0464 0.0003 0.0879 0.0025 0.7548 500
61: 10.0 0.0000 0.8000 0.00 -0.0001 0.0444 0.0002 0.0543 0.0022 0.6613 500
62: 10.0 0.0000 0.7000 0.00 -0.0002 0.0362 0.0002 0.0721 0.0020 0.6085 500
63: 10.0 0.0000 0.6000 0.00 -0.0021 0.0317 0.0002 0.0596 0.0017 0.4994 500
64: 10.0 0.0000 0.5000 0.00 -0.0006 0.0258 0.0001 0.0297 0.0013 0.4009 500
65: 10.0 0.0000 0.4000 0.00 -0.0003 0.0201 0.0000 0.0062 0.0010 0.3147 500
66: 10.0 0.0000 0.3000 0.00 0.0006 0.0154 0.0000 0.0049 0.0008 0.2268 500
67: 10.0 0.0000 0.2000 0.00 0.0000 0.0102 0.0000 -0.0058 0.0005 0.1582 500
68: 10.0 0.0000 0.1000 0.00 0.0001 0.0050 0.0000 0.0102 0.0003 0.0761 500
69: 10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0_00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 500

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11:

Figure E-1. Sample Outputs from the LOB2D Simulation
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Line 4 - "iaz 1", "iaz2", and "iaz3" input values.

Line 5 - "iang1", "iang2", and "iang3" input values.

Line 6 - "ifreql", "ifreq2", and "ifreq3" input values.

Line 7 - "pveloc", "xxhit", and "ystart" input values.

Line 8 - "pyld", "dlrl", "d2r2", and "d3tl" input values. "d3tl" is only used
in the RADAR simulation.

Line 9 - "tstep" and "iflag" input values and the calculated distance trav-
eled by the projectile each time step.

Line 10 - "ii" random number generator seed input.

Line 11 "iter" is the input number of iterations (number of flights) for
each set of conditions.

Line 12 - only used by the RADAR routine.

Line 13 - "rcut", "xcut1", "xcut2", "ycut", "vmax", "itest" are the input cutoff
values for estimated projectile location and velocity.

Line 14 only used by the RADAR routine.

Line 15 - Blank.

Line 16 - "ndetect" input value.

Line 17 - "decision" input value.

Line 18 - Blank.

Line 19 indication of the number of iterations and type of sensor
(RADAR or OPTICAL) used.

Lines 21 - 25 are column labels for the output results:

Column 1 - the current attack azimuth.
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Column 2 the input projectile impact location (aim point) on the x-axis
(xxht).

Column 3 the current one standard deviation angular variation.

Column 4 RADAR simulation output.

Column 5 - the mean along-intercept-line difference between the true

intercept location and the estimated intercept location

Column 6 - the standard deviation for along-intercept-line mean pro-
vided in column 5.

Column 7 - the mean time-to-intercept difference between the true
time-to-intercept and the estimated time-to-intercept.

Column 8 - the mean time-to-intercept (column 7) multiplied by the true
projectile speed to give results as range.

Column 9 - the standard deviation for the mean time-to-intercept mean
provided in column 7.

Column 10 - the time-to-intercept standard deviation (column 9) multi-
plied by the true projectile speed to give results as range.

Column 11 - the number of iterations

Lines 26 - 69 list the output calculations. All lines following line 25 are the calcu-
lated results of the simulation runs and the number of lines depends upon the number

of azimuth and/or angular variation cases desired. In Figure E-1, lines 26 through 36
give the results for a 40 degree attack azimuth with the angular variations from 1.0 to
0.0 degrees in 0.1 degree steps. Lines 37 trough 47 are the results for the 30 degree
attack azimuth, lines 48 through 58 for the 20 degree attack azimuth, and lines 59
through 69 the results for the 10 degree attack azimuth.
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C AND FORTRAN RANDOM VARIABLE SUBROUTINES
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rinclude <math.h>
Finclude "ranvar.h"

void rv gamma dry (
,'this routine is an example of driver program that can be used to
supply'random variables for a gamma distribution

float x,a,b,sumx,sumx2,mu,var,dmudiff,nx;
int i,iseedn;

printf ("\nEnter the number of gamma numbers desired: )
ncanf ("%f 1, &nx) ;
printf ("\nEnter the random number seed:")
ncanf("'%d'",&iseed);

printf("\nEnter alpha and beta:")
scanf("%f %f",&a,&b);

for (i-o;i<n;i++)

x=rv gamma(iseed,a,b);
printf ("\n%d", x);

float rv gamma(int iseed, float a, float b)
/This rioutine generates a gamma random variable

it is based on the acceptance rejection method

float g;

if (a<l)
eleg=rvgaxmaltl(iseed, a);

if (a>l)
g-=rv gamm gt (ieed a)

elsej 3 (sea
g=-log(rv ranl(iseed));

r27turn (g*b);

float rv gamma ltl(int iseed, float a)
/*this ii used-if the alpha parameter is less than one

float X,ul,u2,p,b,y;
b= (a+ME) /D_E;
do

ul=rv ranl(iseed);
p=ul*B;
if (p>l)

y=-log( (b-p)/a);
u2-rv ranl(iseed);
if (ufcpow(y, (a-l)))

x=y;
else

X-1
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y pow (P.I (1/a))
u2=rv ranl(iseed);
if (u2<exp(-y))

else

)while (x==-l);
return (x);

Ll7oat rv cammagtl(int iseed, float a)
/~use tdi section if alpha is greater than one

float al,q,d,ul,u2,b,x,y,v,z,w;
float vl,v2;

b=a-l.386294361; /*l.38....1ln(4) *

ul=rv-ranl(iseed);
u2=rv-ranl(iseed);
,.l=ul/ (l-ul)
,v-al*log(vl);
y~a*exp(v);
z=ul*u2*ul;
w=b+q*v-y;
vl=w+2.504077397-4.5*z; /*2.5040 ... 1+ln(4.5) *

if (vl>=O)
x=y;

else

V2=log(z);
if (w>=v2)

x=y;
else

return (x);

tinclude <math.h>
#1include "ranvar.h"

float iv cauchy(int iseed, float a, float b)
/* this returns a random realization from a cauchy distribution

float u,c;

u=rv ranl(iseed);
c=a-B/tan(MPI*u);
return (c);-

f~loat rv -triangle(int iseed,float a,float b,float c)
1* the parameters for this triangular distribution are

a is the lower bound
b is the peak or mode 84



c is the upper bound

float u,t,length,bl,b2,peak;

length=(d-a);
bl=b-a;
peak-bl/length;
u=rv-ranl(iseed);

if (u>peak)

b2=(c-b);
t=c-sqrt( (1-u) *b2*length);

1Cs

t=sqrt (u*bl*length) +a;

return (t);

4lioat rv-al(int iseed, int stream, float decay)

'~this routine returns a number from an exponentially auto correlated
noise process.

There are ten different streams of these autocorrelated gaussian variables.
This can be increased by raising the dimension of the static variables

static float lastx[lO),bt[1O) ,errormiag[10];
Ltatic int first=O, flag[l0];
float v1, dx;
int i;

if (first==0)

for (i=0;i<lO;i++)
flag (stream] =0;

first-l;

if (flag~streamJ=-O)

bt (stream]=exp (-decay);
error Imag~stream]=sqrt(2*bt~streamJ ) * (-bt[stream]);
flag~streamJ=1;
lastxjstreazJ-rv gauss(iseed);
for (i=1;i< 100;i++)
lastx~stream]=bt(stream] *lastx(stream]+rv _gauss(iseed) *error-mag(stream);

vl=rv gauss(iseed);
lastxtstreamj =bt (stream] *lastx [stream]+vl*error mag [stream);
return(lastx~stream]);

float rv 'a2(int iseed, int stream, float decay)
P* this ioutine simulates an second order autoregressive process*/

static float xtl1O1],xt_2l0,bl[l0],b2(l0);
static int flagTl0J,first=0;
float vl,xt;
int i;
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if (first==O)

for (i-o;i<lo;i++)
flag~i)=O;

first=l;.

if (flag[stream]-=O)

bi [stream] -decay;
b2 [stream) decay*decay;
f lag (stream] =1;
xtl (stream)=r gauss (iseed);
xt-2 stream] =xtl 1[stream) *decay+rv _gauss (iseed);

xt=xt-l[ stream]*bl [stream]+xt_2[stream) *b2 [stream) +rv gauss (iseed);
xt-2 [stream]=xtl[stream);
Xt l~stream]=xt;
return(xt);

float rv-ar2 2(int iseed,int stream,float time,float bl,float b2)

static int flag[lO), first=O;
!static float xlLlo], x2[lO],mll~lJ),m12[lO),m22(lO],g[lO];
int i;

if (first==O)

for (i=O;i<lO; i++)
flag~iJ=O;

first=l;

if (flag(stream]==O) /*If this stream of numbers has not been initialized*/

flag~stream]=l; 1* set the initialization indicator*/

if (bl==b2) /* if both decays are equal do the following *

mll~stream)=exp(-bl*time); /* the m variables hold the transition*/
m22[streamJ=mll[stream); 1* matrix *
m12 [stream]=time*ml stream);

else /* the decay rates are not equal set the transition matrix *

mll[stream]=exp(-bl*time);
m22 [stream]=exp(-b2*time);
ml2stream]=(mll[stream-m22stream)/(bl-b2)*sqrt(2*bl);

/* intialize the state variables *
xl (stream)=rv -gauss (iseed);
x2 [stream)=rvgauss(iseed);
g~stream)=sqrt(2*b2)*(l-m22(strean)); /* the g variable sets the scale of th

/*for the amount of time that passes*/

for (i-l;i<lOO;i++) 1* let the state propagate for a while *

xl[stream)=mll[stream]*xl[stream]+ml2 [stream] *x2[stream);
x2(stream)=x22[stream)*x2[stream)+g[stream]*rvgauss(iseed);

P/ this is only part executed after the initialization and is the
error propagation*/

xl~stream]=mll[stream]*xl[stream]+ml2[stream)*x2[stream);
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x2 (stream] =m22 (stream] *x2 (stream)+g~stream] *rv gauss (iseed);
return(xl~stream]);

float rv.ranl(int seed)
/* this random number generator is based on the suggestions for improvement
from numerical recipies *

static float y,maxran,v[98];
,;Iloat dum;
static int if f-O;
int 1;
vnsigned i,k;

if (seed<zO1 iff==O)

iff=l;

do (k-i;i<cz=l;) while (i);
maxran=k;
.rand(seed);
seed=1;
,for (j=1;1<l97;j++) dum=rando;
for (j=l;)<98;j++) v[j]=rando;
y=rand();

-'l+97. O*y/maxran;
yV=~V~j]
r~j]=rando;

.-Iturn (y/maxran);

.!oat rvgas (int seed)
this is a normal random number generator *

static int iset-O;
static float gset;
float fac,r,vl,v2;

'f (iset==O)

do

vl=2.O*rv ranl(seed)-l.O;
v2=2.O*rv ran1(seed)-l.O;
r-vl*vl+v2*v2;
while (r>=l.0);

fac-sqrt (-2. O*log (r) /r);
gsetrnvl*fac;
iset=l;
return (v2*fac);

' lse

iset=O;
return gset;

float rv ermav5x(int seed)
,this ioutine generates a moving average process of length five
the most recent values have the greatest weight
it should be easy to alter this for a different weighted average
noise process
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static float w[5],g[5];
static int flag=O;
int i;
float res=O;*

if (flag -= 0)

w (0]=. 333; /*these are the weights*/
w[lJ=.25;
w[2]=.167;
w[3]=.167;
w[4]=.083;
for(i=0;i<5;i++)

g~i)=rv gauss(seed);
res=w[iT*g~i];

return res;

alse
for (i=4;i>O;i--)
gli)=g[i-1J;
g[O]=rvgauss(seed);
res=O;
for (i=1;i'z5;i++)
res+=g~iJ*w[i];
return res;

float rv weibel(int iseed, float a, float b)
/* call This to get an rv form the weibel distribution

float x,vl,v2,ul;

ul=rv-ranl(iseed);
vl=-log(ul) ;
V2=pow(vl, (1/a));
>x=b*v2;
return (x);

float rv-chi sq(int iseed, float df)
/*this generates a chi square random variable

float xsq,a,b;

b=2;
a=df/2;
xsq-rvgamma(iseed, a, b);
return (xsq);

float rv t(int iseed, float df)
/*this generates a random variable from the t distribution

float t,n,c;
n=rv -gauss (iseed);
c=rv chi sq(iseed,df);
t=n/"iqrtTc/df);
return (t);
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fl.oat rv -f(int iseed, float dfl, float df 2)
'I*this generates a random variable from an f distribution

float cl 8 c2,f;
cl1-v -chi'sq (iseed, dfl);
c2=rv chi sq(iseed,df2);
f=(clidf2T/(c2*dfl);
return (f);

float rv normal(int iseed, float mu, float var)
/*included for generating a normal random variable with a non zero mean

mu and a variance of var

float sd,n;
sd=sqrt(var);
n=mu+sd*rv gauss (iseed);
return (n);

float rv log-normal(int iseed, float mu, float var)
/* call Ehis to get a lognormal random diviate

float y;
y=exp(ry_normal(iseed,mu,var));
return (y);

float rv beta(int iseed, float al,float a2)
/*a random varible form a beta distribution is simulated by this routine

float x,yl,y2;

yl=rv _gamma (iseed,al, 1):
y2=rv gamma(iseed,a2,l);
x=yl/Tyl+y2);
return (x);

c >>> Some Fortran Random Variable Subroutines «<<<

C

subroutine beta (al,a2, iseed,x)
b= 1
call gamma(al,b,iseed,xl)
call gamma(a2,b,iseed,x2)

x-xl/ (xl+x2)
end

cEXPONENTIAL RV Subroutine

C
subroutine expo(iseed,mu, ex)
exm-mu*log(ran(iseed))
return
end

cGAMA RV subroutine
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subroutine gamma (a, b, iseed, x)
c choose corect section

if (a.lt.1) goto 10
q-(a+l)/a
bl=a-1. 3862944
am (2*a-1) **. 5

1 rl-ran(iseed)
r2=ran (iseed)
v-a*log(rl/(1-rl))
y=a*exp (v)
z=rl**2*r2
w bl+q*v-y
if ((w+1.5040774-4.5*z).ge.0) goto 100
if (v.ge.log(z)) goto 100
goto 1

10 bl=(2.7182818+a)/2.7182818
11 rl=ran(iseed)

p=bl*rl
if (p.gt.1) goto 13
yp** (1/a)
r2=ran (iseed)
if (r2.gt.(exp(-y))) goto 11
goto 100

13 y=-log( (bl-p)/a)
r2=ran (iseed)
if (r2.gt.(y**(a-l))) goto 11

100 x=y*b
end

C **************************

2function to produce two gaussian variables gl,g2

C

subroutine gauss (iseed, gi,g2)
5 u=2*rari(iseed)-1
v=2*ran(iseed) -1
r=u*u+v*v
if (r.ge.l) goto 5
s=sqrt (-2*alog (r) /r)
g 1=u *s
g2=v*s
end

C ******************************

* subroutine for a triangular distribution
* a is lowest value b is the mode or peak c is the greatest value

subrqutine triangular (a, b,c, val)
common /seed/ iseed
real numi
r-ran (iseed)
d=2/ (c-a)
tst=. 5*d* (b-a)
if (r.lt.tst) then

nuzl=(S* (b-a) *r/d) **.5
val- (2*a+numl) /2
goto 10
else
nuuilm(8*(1-r) *(c-b)/d) **.5
val=(2*c-numl)/2

endif
10 return

end

C *********************************
c this subroutine provides the same (0,1) random number stream on
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c all 32 bit machines
C *********************************

subroutine gauss (iseed, vi, v2)
implicit real (a-z)

5 u-2*uran3l (iseed) -l
v=iEuran31(iseed) -l
ruu*u+v*v
if (r.ge.l) goto 5
s-sqrt (-2*alog (r) /r)
vl=u*s
v2 =v* s
return
end
function uran3l (irand)

modulus=67108864

if (irand.eq.0) irand=lil11lll
I =irand
)=lrand*25
1=1 -it (j/modulus) *modulus
)=)-int (j/modulus) *modulus

)=)-lnt (j/znodulus) *modulus
ai=float(j)
irand=j
uran3 1=ai/67 108864
return
end
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APPENDIX G:

LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES
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Appendix G

This appendix describes some estimation techniques for two situations. In the
first problem the location of a stationary target is estimated from more than one
fix. The second problem is to estimate the trajectory of a projectile from a series
of cuts. Estimators can be classified by a criteria or cost metric they use, and by a
method of data processing. Typical criteria include minimizing the sum of
squares, minimizing the predictive error, and maximizing the likelihood of a con-
ditional joint density function; least squares estimates LSE, predictive error esti-
mates PEE, and maximum likelihood estimates vLE result from each criteria. If
the estimator processes all the data in one pass and then gives the estimate this is
batch processing. Recursive estimators process the data one point at a time and
update the estimate and the covariance of the estimate on each cycle. Iterative
processing involves making more than one pass through the data stopping when
the change in the estimate from one pass to the next falls beneath a predefined
threshold. Typically, LOB information is arriving sequentially and for that reason
recursive methods are preferred. For more detailed accounts see Kumar and
Varaiya, Spriet and Vansteenkiste, Maybeck, Gelb, or Widrow and Sterns.

Recursive processing updates the estimate based on a pairwise combination
of the current value and the new observation. The variance of the estimate is also
updated during each estimate upgrade. Typically the first observation is used to
start the recursive process. In other cases the process can be started by either a
combination of the first several observations or by guessing the first value and
associating low confidence with the guess. As each new observation becomes avail-
able for processing a gradient is added to the current estimate, this result
becomes the current estimate. The gradient consists of two components; first the
difference between the observation and the current estimate, and second the rela-
tive value of the observation. The value of the observation is based on the
covariance of the current estimate and the covariance of the observation.

The notation for recursive estimation comes from control theory, not from
statistics. To update the estimate four pieces of information are needed:

1. The current estimate X-
2. The covariance of the current estimate P-
3. The current observation Z
4. The covariance of the current observation R

In formal discussions recursive estimators are frequently discussed in terms of the
updated estimate X+ and its covariance P+. They are calculated as follows.

X + = X- + P-(P- + R)-1 (Z-X - ) (1)

P+ = P- - P-(P- + R)-P -  (2)

It can also be shown that in the recursive least squares case formula (2) is the
same as

P+ = ((P-)-+R-')-l (3)
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Ifthe errors are independently, identically distributed the following formulation
of recursive estimation for LSE is preferred.

A + = A- + HiX (4)
P+ = ((P-)-' + HiHi)-l (5)

X+ = P+ A+  (6)

In the above equations Hi is a vector of the values of the independent variables.
A+ and A- are intermediate results that measure the projection of the dependent
variable onto the independent variables.

An example will be worked out to show how to use the above equations.
This example demonstrates the method for recursive estimation of a location in
the x-y plane.

Let X O 1001, and P--=Cov(X-)-= [0

The correlation between successive estimates is assumed to be negligible.

Let the new observation be Z = 11 with covariance matrix R = Cov(Z) 5 [101110 10 15"

Using equation 1 the new estimate X+ is:

X+ =  101+ [0 5 [r0 5 [15 10][ 1 [{1015 _io 11

100J [ 30] 11 30] [0 151 11J 100 J
100 -0 5 J
100 + -15 25 0

[7.-6389
= 108.751

The update of the covariance is found through equation 2 or equation 3. The
resulting variance of the estimate using equation 2 is

p+_= 10 .5 10 5 15 101 l '
5 30 -- 5 30 [I103 0 15 5310o5 1o0 5 ][,_L1 45 5] 110 5o]

15 30 5 30 goo 5 2 5 3

1 [215 1351
36 135 3151

Using equation 3 gives the following expression for finding the covariance

P+ 10 10+ 15r1p+_ 1530 l t 110 151t t
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11 30 -5] 1 1 15 -10
27 -5 10 15O1 15

1 5 135]
-36 [135 315

When the next observation, Z, arrives the current X+ and P+ become X- and P-
and the process continues until a decision is made.

In the preceding example the covariance of each estimate was known. This
is not usually the case. Typically the covariance must be estimated. A quick
method is to derive the covariance as if the estimate of the target location is
exact. This gives adequate results in most cases. Usually simulations can be used
to test if this approach is appropriate for a specific situation. Another method is
to use an iterative approach. On the first pass average the values for the location.
On the second pass, process all the data using the location derived in the first
pass to calculate the covariances of each location estimate. On the third pass, use
the location that resulted from the second pass to derive the covariance of the
estimates. This process would be repeated until the change in the estimated loca-
tion falls below some threshold. Unfortunately it is not always possible to use
iterative techniques while processing data. Many times methods will be developed
that try to approach iterative techniques while recursively processing the data in
one pass. The performance of a specific system can be verified through a simula-
tion.

For the remainder of this appendix, the problem of estimating the trajectory
of a projectile will be considered. It will be assumed that the time a fix is acquired
is known without error; time is considered an independent variable. A quadratic
trajectory could be modeled by including ti2 as an independent variable, but this
is not pursued in the sequel. The assumptions made are as follows.

1. The trajectory is best described by a straight line.
2. The problem can be broken into two independent problems; the
estimation of the trajectory along the X axis, and the estimate of
the trajectory along the Y axis.

The following two equations are the models that will be used for the X and Y
data.

Xi --- Co + a, t i  (7)

Yi---fl0 + #I ti (8)

The time of the first observation, t 1, is taken to be 0; and each of the subsequent
ti's is the time duration from the initial observation. Each of the independent
variables Hi will be ( 1, t y. The parameters sets, {ac0 , oel) and {fl, /81) will each
have a covariance matrix of P which can be found through the following relation-
ships.
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N
N Et i

N i-I
PH'i -- N N

i-I i-1

In this two dimensional problem finding the inverse is not a problem; however for
higher order equations the matrix inversion lemma can be used to reduce the
computational load ( see one of the references for more details). Equations 4-6
give the most straightforward estimation technique for this situation. The
assumptions are the observations are independently identically distributed. If the
variance of the measurement noise varies from observation to observation these
equations can be generalized to the following:

A+ = A- + 4iR- 1 jXi (10)

P+ = ((P-)- + HiR-'iH'i)- (11)

X+ = P+ A+  (12)

Assuming the observations are uncorrelated and that ayi2 is the variance associ-
ated with the ith observation of the y location then the variance of the parame-
ters, ( 80, 61), after n observations will be

N NE% - 2 Etia-2
N i-1 i-I

HIi= N 2 N 2  -2 (13)
i-i tiOyi

i-I i-1

The variance of the parameters associated with the motion along the X axis can
be found by using the X measurement variance in place of those for Y in equation
13. Equations 9 or 13 can be used to define the optimal lower bound on system
performance. Various techniques can be compared to these bounds to indicate
how much more improvement is possible.

When the observations are correlated more complex methods must be used if
it is necessary for the estimator to consider the effects of the correlation. In this
situation the least squares criteria is not adequate. Methods include instrumental
variables and approximate maximum likelihood. Adaptive filters are used when
the parameters change over time; sometimes it is possible to include specific
knowledge about a systems dynamics within the filter. The reader is referred to
the references for additional information.
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